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Feed the Future and the Global Food Security Strategy
Feed the Future is the U.S. Government’s global hunger and food security initiative.
• 12 target countries
The Global Food Security Strategy (GFSS) guides Feed the Future programs.

• Obj. 1: Inclusive and sustainable agricultural-led economic growth

• Obj. 2: Strengthened resilience among people and systems
• Obj. 3: A well-nourished population, especially among women and children
• Cross-cutting Intermediate Result: Increased gender equality and female empowerment
Results so far: Where Feed the Future works, between 2010-2017

• 23.4 million more people above the poverty line
• 3.4 million more children free of stunting
• Developed and deployed over 900 innovations
• Feed the Future farmers’ yields > national average yields
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Feed the Future:
Gender Integration, Women’s Empowerment
How we integrate gender
• Gender analysis in design
• Technical guidance, capacity-building, tools

• Impact evaluations consider gender
• Report WEAI & sex-disaggregated indicators

3.6 million
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Whose voices are in, need to be in
our research & programming
processes?
• “My intro” gender & agriculture questions:
– Resources, roles, returns
– How are they spending their time?
– How is this being decided? By whom?
– Who don’t we see?
• Conference:
– How are we listening, amplifying?
– Who are we?
– Who tells the story? Implications for MEL?
standardized indicators → individual
experiences
+ Perspectives of “outsider” & evidence
→ voice & agency of people telling
their experience
+
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Smallholder productivity →
Agriculture & Food Systems
More people, more places, more interactions

• Farmers, retailers, extension, companies,
processors, traders, transport, cooperatives,
government, consumers, …
• Interaction – presence, information, power,
incentives
• Program Examples:
•

Equitable fisheries, watershed management

•

Networks, negotiation, marketing, incentives for
businesswomen

•

Community based input sellers, veterinary service
providers

•

Employment?
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Greater scope for gender as part
of agricultural research
GFSS Research strategy

• “provide a pipeline of innovative, scalable products &
practices … with accompanying contextual information
to optimize the adaptation & scaling of research outputs
...”

• “generating evidence on how to sustainably and
equitably improve economic opportunity, nutrition and
resilience”
Feed the Future Learning Agenda Gender Questions

• What is behind the gender gap in application? What are
effective ways to close it?

• What are the gendered effects of technology application
on productivity, profit, time, and more?

• How do women’s and men’s application of technologies
affect nutrition & resilience?
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A gendered understanding of
changes in agriculture and
changes through agriculture
How are programs, technologies & practices, policies
affecting

• What is produced, productivity, sustainability
• Health behaviors & outcomes
• Time allocation, roles, choices

• Norms & expectations
Feed the Future Learning Agenda: Gender

• What is behind the gender gap in application? What
are effective ways to close it?

• What are the gendered effects of technology
application on productivity, profit, time, & more?

• How do women’s and men’s application of
technologies affect nutrition & resilience?
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Communities Resilient to Threats
to Food Security
Need & opportunity to learn with a gendered perspective

• Gendered
▪
▪
▪

Risks & exposure
Capacities & contributions
Choices & effects of coping mechanisms

• Preliminary findings:
• Households where women were more empowered were
more likely to maintain or improve their food security in
the face of the shocks.(Bangladesh)

•

Women & men making decisions together + women
working in the labor market was associated with
households rising & staying out of poverty. (Bangladesh)

•

In 2017, 49% of Feed the Future participants applying
resilient agricultural practices were women.
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Social inclusion, gender, and intersectionality
• USAID (& Feed the Future) have differing requirements &/ approaches for designing, working &
reporting around gender, LGBTI inclusion, youth, persons with disabilities, indigenous persons,
civil society, private sector engagement, self-reliance
• USAID & partner capacity, bandwidth, resources, commitment, value
• Private sector engagement?
• Sufficiently specific/relevant at the project level?
• Co-creation?
• Gender equity &/ Women’s empowerment
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Thank you!
Questions?
– Subtitle text here
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www.feedthefuture.gov
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